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CRISIS ON MONETARY POLICY
PREAMBLE
In the move to establish global governance, it is essential to know about the right to live of
an individual depicted by his own aspirations, made true by the governing policy to facilitate his
skills to gain his dreams come true as sovereign. The core of universal balance induces momentum,
acceleration, velocity and that sets things go in order, bombard against each other having moved
uncontrollably, shift out of way by drift or sideline and that makes the system balanced. It all lies in
energy flow, speculated from within and outside body, from within and outside a home and so on
until the universe finds itself in balance , we do not know of what lies outside universe and what
actually envelops all of us. It is simply a quantum of energy that makes a drastic change that there is
no use too to think of what holds the universe in place. But for the spatial reference as to what
holds the universe to think on the progressions of planetary motions beneficial to living beings, it is
right the universe is held in position and move on in a ecological medium which comprises of all the
five elements, air, water, land, fire and space, the balance and communication between them
makes the life altogether. Life on any planet is possible. We cannot say sun is beyond the Scope of
living, it may be the outer band that produces profound heat and light which eventuates the inner
part be cool and conducive for living. Restricting the know how’s, within our bounds it always starts
from us, and all energy flow within and outside the body is for the richness of knowledge and space
we have to analyze, assimilate and holistically emerge to be reflective to the society to take on
ventures and move ahead, the core of lime light is this that one must be absolutely transparent and
accountable. What does this concept do with the crisis on monetary policy? Monetary policy in the
global aspect is basically the right to live, ultimately the richness, one has to be comfortable and add
comfort to everyone around. It need not be necessarily power, rather I would say it is not certainly,
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power but the ability to transfer knowledge and progress on. Whatever may be the set form on
learning, understanding the world, school of thoughts it always ends with five forms of mind, that
sets the flow of energy as deep, inner, spiritual, materialistic and corporeal. It is all in the fact as you
sustain to be special in one state of mind or evolve to ponder in all the five states eventually making
yourself as a globe. Money makes the mind rich enough, to remain in dilation to take on more,
again it is on the fact whether you make it by assumption or inflation. Assumption is creating
conviction for ability to move on. Inflation is creating a boom and wave through. In both these
strategies, money makes the mind mended to take on more, where the assumption progresses,
inflation regresses for not being holistic, but wear upon. This introduction may be different for
those who expect straight through, cut approach, but is apt on the aspect that mind wealth
proportionates money flow. First one need to be physically comfortable, to take on activities
dynamically, experience and learn out of it with a clarity in thoughts, gain skills, make it unique to
find a place and serve that upgrades the system as family, community, society as the efficacy finds
the cosmic order that fills the soul. When the soul gets filled, you find your personality is booming,
which is reverse if you grab and play tricks. Thus monetary policy in the global aspect is to assure
everyone their right to live and constant progression without interventions any ways. Thus it
becomes mandate to follow constitution as default, not any other law or act. Every individual need
to be treated special and their GDP mounts to a national wealth, global wealth too.
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INTRODUCTION
Nature is unlimited treasury that when you could understand your richness, groom and
make it acceptable to all, you induct yourself in natural stream where you will be paid due for your
job. It is always equivalent that first consider no job is low, no existence policy is wrong, but you
need to find whether the same is acceptable, reputable to bring in unbound wealth with
transparency and accountability. Once you get into it, you will be tossed of opportunities
progressive by nature, that you don’t have to fear for world, want something from someone. The
bounty of universal energy provides you all that you want. To be in civic order, the creativity,
innovation, practice and education makes you amidst the mass that makes the difference. The core
of money system is dealt elsewhere that I wish to move on to what makes the fiat money system
assure everyone what they want. Unlike the mineral wealth, or gold equivalence, fiat money system
finds the mind wealth of population in terms of government schemes for which it makes the
currency available. Thus the core is always the mind wealth getting its due through skills served to
upgrade the present to a future scenario, progressive every way. It starts with good mind to feel self
satisfied that one must first have a life transparent and accountable. Transparent eventually
indicates every human being is born free that we don’t need sacrifice but ability to keep up the
scenario, keep every one around us up naturally to their might. If put in streamline, the growth
aftermath is their might, that we don’t have to roll on the credits confining their reach within our
scope. It is thus simply induction.
Their conscience of reasoning make them question everything around them, that those who
parent them ought to give due replies to their queries thus it is not potential or character as
discipline, but patience to listen to , include them to get upgraded eventually by self. Once you take
the social paradigm it is never the harness, but the ability to include others give them due
understanding and exponentiate the benefits mutually, transcending the conflicting scenarios. Till
one is under the care of school, parents, they are harnessed to take up a career beyond which they
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are sovereign .That means they are ever harnessed, hood is given by everyone around for purpose,
not preferential. When they are being harnessed it is for their self appraisal and acceptance that
makes them learn profound to remain sovereign and progressive when they take up the job. They
ought to be trained to set goals and take up knowledge to their might. They must have confidence
to take up more than one job out of interests that their hobby too pays them. This satisfaction of
using the entire schedule progressive, they don’t sustain, but progress, by which we mean the
progression is sustained and will not meet rise and fall. Thus it is rise, stay, progress unlike rise and
fall when the momentum ceases. The goals are not for what one has but what one wants to have
that competency, skill buildings makes it. The only assurance one has to make is he finds a place
within a framework that hoods him up always. Unlike binding, that imposes adhesive forces, finding
place in the frame work makes you feel free always. The aspiration will have 100% focus to build
efficacy, gaining knowledge all around where you don’t find testing procedures examinations too.
But assessment to upgrade providing what one lags, help him to gain the same mindfully,
holistically too. This is where the government has a role. It is to accommodate an individual not
simply ignorant, but a space to hold value to move on by inheritance or learning. This is important
when you consider refugees. They are always able, due job must be given to them to upgrade them
to normalcy, freebies are induction, thus not to be continued simply. They ought to give at least the
assurance back to remain trouble free. All illusions as time, place, season, power, wealth are to be
removed and due assurance be given as aspirations granted and move on instilling skills. When the
visible difference is seen, they eventually move ahead gaining momentum. Visible difference is by
making their hobby pay to them, thus arts and articulation are important. Thus right to think and
express with vested right to live as self esteem and dignity is important. Just the self esteem and
dignity, that do not show sympathy and encourage empathy. Creating empathy is psychic whose
other side is animosity that when you show sympathy you rear terrorism within them.
Having money paid for their hobby they become economically strong when they take up job that
they could take on the cycle of balance progressive to adding values. Hobbies will now become
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social value, for which the corporate social responsibility needs social responsibility in their part of
job. When you spare some of your expertise, understanding, unconditional to society to move to
find hearts , thus your family and community. Thus when you enter into a society you need to show
only potentials. You need to serve for yourself, make it strong and then what you give more
becomes unconditional that coalesces and brings in cooperation, support. Here comes the order of
cosmos, choices as if you could give up something, you would get something better, but never lose.
The core is in leaving the lost opportunity as the opportunity of others, evacuating self to add more
to find a better opportunity. For Globalization offering unlimited opportunities, none goes as
abandoned, left out. This is the timeline where the aspirations find entrepreneurial attitude to gain
support from funding agencies , banks to move on. Thus it is not alone skill, competency but
confidence to take on entrepreneurship to own a business. The project proposal submitted to banks
go for evaluation, audit, and turns up with advices and break up of the funds that one could move
ahead focusing only on the technical aspects. There is no risk involved that he would pay back the
loans easily. The involvement of the bank is in making them up providing due technical audit once in
three months as reports. This is where e commerce helps.
Be it agriculture, energy or industrialization, it is never a revolution, but realization of
resources with respect to ecology. When we have sound knowledge of local ecology, we will be able
to derive due support, environment to move ahead progressively. Temperament plays an important
role in progression that the personnel of government are assured of growth. Personnel
administration and reformation happens by chat in underdeveloped countries, by dialogue in
developed countries. Chat is dilating to what one wants, dialogue is structuring to get more of what
everyone wants. Competency pays the major role, trust and faith on the system makes the fix on
basics to move on with confidence.
Every individual has got his own unique specialty which needs to be recognized and nurtured
for which the government facilitation to his own right to live, making his aspiration come true
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serves. Like any other endowment, mission of religion, paid services too need a rendition ,
dedication to be secular to promote good though the same competency is there within you too. It is
simply job responsibility not comparison that the best be done to the claimant, not tricks be played
for intelligence of the personnel. Due charges for the efficacy need to be collected as pay for the
personnel that brings corruption,

as the payment for ability fairly to transparency and

accountability. This makes government procedures simple, for not being emotionally corrupted,
people feel confident when they leave the system availing the facility too.
Before formulating the policy one must know what the sources they have, indigenous and
foreign. Indigenous for inner wealth of an individual is skill, the relative foreign is suggestion or
advice. The outer wealth comprises the temperament indigenous, ecology, the relative foreign. The
transition is gut indigenous, will, the relative foreign. The exchange of these energy components
bring in progresses in the form of conviction that mounts as credits, sale values and so on. Thus
governing, monetary policy is a medley of science to bring out the talents to give the benefits,
comfort to feel free to move on and on with no constraints at all till the end. Thus it is never
mathematics but science, the relativity between the physical components to create the
temperament and sustain with life. Policy for every living being is their livelihood which is being
created for their comfort out of knowledge that builds their confidence to move on. Thus it is
science policy that makes monetary policy. It is always universal currency that acts as equivalent,
token to share the resources progressively. It is mindful, thus not success. It is mutual conviction the
involved creates for progression.
I make it with reference to the ideal gas law PV=nRT and state that it is basic and absolutely
possible to convert any medium to any other state as liquid, gas and solid by altering these
characteristics. It is very easy within a tunnel, closed conduit, equally feasible by streamlining the
flow in a fragmented medium. By altering the pressure, temperature and volume you can make any
substance, metals, minerals and gems easily. This needs no proof, can be readily executed, and that
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sets an end to mining and its consequences. You don’t find calamities due to natural imbalances
too. I relate this law with human temperament, moles are really moles that make you lucky enough
and they are residues of riches that come through inheritance. Temperament makes anything and
everything possible, manipulating the same with cultural and traditional limitations are sin to the
core. When you could make any element on the earth by subjecting carbon to varied pressure,
temperature and volume, there is no need for mining, stocking activities too. Thus the
anthropogenic activity that makes strenuous, laborious efforts, that makes everyone guilty receiving
criticisms on the expectation of perfection would cease too. When you find everything is carbon,
you can make the source simply by burning all that is wasted. You could even make the heat to
electricity. Thus we are into the life span, time line which makes all good, which makes every act
purposeful. The era of guilt, guilds away leaving us cherish the breeze of humanity paying livelihood.
All negatives too become positive, giving you a career. You chat, no problem, you become a social
media employee, you roam around, no problem, you become an entrepreneur, You go crazy on
arts, science, you become entertainer, researcher. Thus every one getting what they want is no
longer a hardship, but simply normal, natural in multifold as versatility.
Self claim of an individual is to creating his job for his expectations on the salary. It is for
influential till this time as one rank, one pension scheme put forth by seventh pay commission, it is
also taken as one rank one salary policy. When a pensioner receives half of his salary as pension, the
same will be to upgrades when the pension of the person holding the same cadre retires in a later
year. This is to some sort of compromises, but when you make it individual specific, there is no
compromise, all contributions and innovations will be to accountability, the hike given is for one’s
self, and that is to transparency that negative emotions cannot be mooted. This is not something
new but what is stipulated in fundamental norms for government services to make the government
void free, upgraded. It will not make one move out, demand competency, but permits more to
make the paradigm live. This being not in practice, every sector has its own organization structure
and hierarchy, there are more of politics, not progression.
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Stock exchange cannot exist for longer, it is to buffer the stagnations for want for
reformation. But without the same being understood, it went in to volatile, gambling that the
industrious activity is sloughed off from purpose making assured profit. It is a shocking news that
most of the branded firms run only, merely on stock values boosted by floating the random prices,
where real time profit is negative. Sensex support them by including companies that hold no base
for inclusion, expulsion too.
In order for a nation to have stable, progressive economy, there need to be production on
the needs, not demand, and profit be fixed fair enough to be accepted by the consumers.
Government plays a meager roll in business, it needs to charge for services, facilitations simply.

CONCLUSION
Fiat money policy is right, but the purpose is not focused. It is audit, not accounts as far as
the fiat money system is concerned, but the same being neglected, finest of accounts are taken, we
are neither democratic republic, not monarchy, but into anarchy. Monitory policy is one which
supports every human being to come up earning with might, finding resources to fulfill their wishes.
Suggestions must be taken as per human rights declaration, they are not to drain the energy, but
transforming gut to will, in steady actions to bring more laurels and prospects, benefits too.
Automation is to assist man power, it can never substitute man power. Efforts towards it are
mutations that will not succeed thus autonomy too, must be directed by human. Nothing would go
as waste if you do not remain simulative, stipulate too, simply move through causing uninterrupted
energy flow and feel you get escalated from where you are. Life is all yours, you don’t have to
compare. Equivalent to money is cheer and happiness. Ability to be happy and cheerful needs no
bank account. It adds clarity, glow to you which the money will not give, however rich you are. This
is the reason, I said you need to possess money that makes you comfortable, not lavish. There is no
set bar for what is lavish, it is simply the one that goes unconvinced for which transparency and
accountability is expected everywhere.
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